In this paper, the effects of random spread spectrum (SS) electromagnetic interference (EMI) on digital communications are addressed. For this purpose, the influence of EMI on a communication channel is described in the framework of information theory in terms of an equivalent channel capacity loss, which is analytically predicted and validated by experimental results. The EMI-induced channel capacity loss for nonmodulated and SS-modulated interference generated by a switching-mode DC-DC power converter are then evaluated for different EMI and channel characteristics so that to compare different scenarios of practical interest.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic interference (EMI) from switching-mode power converters and digital equipment can be easily coupled to susceptible communication blocks within the same module or integrated circuit, due to parasitic coupling through the power distribution network, through the package and/or through the silicon substrate and can be a threat to the operation of present-day information and communication technology (ICT) electronic systems inducing malfunctions ranging from the degradation of the bit error rate (BER) up to the complete failures [1] - [6] . As a consequence, EMI needs to be carefully controlled in the very first design stages at architectural and integrated circuit level to assure the proper operation of complex systems with no penalty in terms of costs, time-tomarket and performance, and also in order to meet the more and more stringent Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) regulations [7] - [10] .
In this context, several techniques have been devised to address EMI at circuit and architectural level [11] - [14] . In particular, the techniques based on the frequency modulation of critical switching signals, generally known as Spread-Spectrum (SS) techniques, have been extensively proposed as simple, low cost solutions to mitigate EMC problems and are widely employed in practice [13] .
Spread-spectrum techniques have been introduced as a mean to reduce the peak value of EMI spectrum since the middle of 1990s with specific reference to switching power The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Filbert Juwono . converters and digital clocked equipment [15] , [16] . In these works, the influence of the modulation parameters on the harmonic peak values has been highlighted and some optimizations in terms of EMI performance have been made. More recently, advanced SS techniques like the random and chaotic modulations [17] - [19] , which provide better spectral characteristics and a smoother energy spreading around the switching frequency, have been proposed. As far as the power converters are concerned, further investigations have also been aimed to determine the impact of SS modulations on the converter performance like efficiency, output ripple and input current distortion [20] - [25] . Based on the results of SS research, many SS oscillator IC topologies have been proposed in recent literature and have been commercialized as standalone clock generators and also embedded into microprocessor/microcontroller units and integrated power converters [26] - [29] .
The effects of SS on the spectral characteristics of EMI have been extensively studied in the last years and a significant (10-20 dB) reduction of the peaks of EMI spectra measured following EMC standards [7] - [10] has been generally reported. While this reduction helps to comply with EMC regulations, which just take into account the peak of EMI spectra, the real value of SS techniques as a mean to reduce the potential adverse effects of EMI in practical applications is a more controversial matter and has been sometimes questioned [30] - [32] .
In [30] , in particular, SS modulated interference has shown to have worse effects on the signal quality of digital video and audio broadcasting than non-SS-modulated interference. VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ At the same time, the effectiveness of SS techniques in mitigating interference in a case of practical importance has been shown in [33] , where a digital circuit with SS clock has been considered as an aggressor and an analog FM radio as a victim. Moreover, a minimum impact of SS modulation on broadband digital TV has been reported in [31] .
In such a scenario, a theoretical evidence of the effectiveness of SS modulation in reducing the interfering potential of switching signals has not been shown so far and, although the effectiveness of SS techniques is nowadays generally accepted, it has been experimentally observed just in very specific applications [33] , and it is not yet fully clear what kind of benefit can be expected by electronic circuits and systems designers by adopting SS techniques in their products with the intent to preserve functionality of potentially interfering parts. In particular, the effectiveness of SS techniques in low-frequency switching-mode electronic power converters as a mean to avoid interference with baseband ICT digital systems has not been specifically addressed.
In this paper, aiming to provide circuit designers with some insight on the benefits and limits of SS techniques in general terms and without focusing just on EMC regulation requirements, the effect of random SS-modulated interference on communication channels is described in terms of equivalent channel capacity loss and compared with non-SS-modulated EMI. In this framework, the impact of EMI generated by a SS switching-mode power converter on a digital data line -in terms of channel capacity reduction and increased BER -is experimentally investigated.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section II, the spectral characteristics of EMI originating from non-SS and SS power converters and digital systems and their potential interference with ICT equipment is presented. Focusing on such a scenario, a description of the adverse effects of EMI on a communication channel in terms of capacity loss is introduced in Section III and validated in Section IV with reference to the results of experiments carried out on a DC-DC power converter electromagnetically coupled to a digital data line. The approach introduced in Section III is then adopted to study the impact of random SS modulations on channel capacity on a theoretical basis in Section V and is then contextualized in Section VI, where practical application cases are discussed. Finally in Section VII, some concluding remarks are drawn.
II. COMMUNICATION CHANNEL AND EMI MODELLING
The effects of non-modulated and SS-modulated EMI on a communication channel, as schematically depicted in Fig.1a , are focused in this paper. In this section, the hypotheses on the communication channel and on EMI considered through the paper are stated and the models employed in the following are introduced.
A. CHANNEL MODELLING
Communication over a band-limited linear channel, corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with unilateral power spectral density N 0 is considered. The transmitted signal is described as a wide-sense stationary (WSS) gaussian random process independent of the channel noise process, with a total power P S and a power spectral density (p.s.d.) P S /B constant over the channel bandwidth 1 B, as depicted in Fig.1a . Under the above hypotheses, the channel capacity C 0 , that gives the upper bound of the information than can be reliably transmitted over the channel in the unit time, is given by the Shannon-Hartley equation [34] :
where α = P S BN 0 is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the AWGN channel.
B. PERIODIC AND SS-MODULATED EMI MODELLING
In this framework, it is now assumed that the communication channel is also corrupted by narrowband EMI generated by an aggressor whose operation is based on periodic or randomly SS-modulated switching signals, like a switchingmode power converter or a digital circuit, and electromagnetically coupled with the nominal signal path via the transfer function G(f ), as illustrated in Fig.1a .
If the aggressor signal x(t) originating interference (e.g. the clock signal in a digital circuit or the control signal of power transistors in a converter) is periodic with period T = 1/f 0 , it can be represented in terms of its Fourier series expansion
and the p.s.d. S EMI (f ) of EMI coupled with a victim equipment can be written as
in which G(f ) describes EMI coupling and δ(·) is the Dirac distribution.
Aiming to the reduction of the EMI p.s.d. at harmonic frequencies kf 0 , SS techniques consist in the application of a frequency modulation to periodic waveforms originating interference, which actually translate the original periodic interfering signal x(t) in (2) into
where f 0 is the central frequency, δ is the modulation depth and 0 ≤ ξ (t) ≤ 1 is the modulation profile. If a piece-wise constant random modulation profile
is considered, where
and r k ∈ [0, 1] is a random or chaos-based SS modulation, the EMI spectral power can be more or less uniformly spread over the bandwidth [kf 0 , kf 0 (1 + δ)]. Under the hypothesis that ξ (t) varies slowly compared with 1/δf 0 , in particular, it has been shown [13] that the p.s.d. S EMI,SS (f ) of EMI coupled with a victim equipment can be expressed as
where ρ(x) is the amplitude probability density (a.p.d.) function of the modulation profile ξ (t). Since the a.p.d. ρ(x) is normalized to one, the k-th harmonic EMI power content
is the same as in (3), but being the same power spread over a wider bandwidth kδf 0 , the peak value of the p.s.d. around the k-th harmonic frequency,
interval. This condition, which is clearly the most desirable for EMC compliance will be specifically focused in what follows. Even if (6) holds under the hypothesis of a slowly varying modulation profile ξ (t) and has been considered above to obtain a simple approximate expression of the p.s.d. of SS signals, the analysis presented in what follows does not rely on the assumption of quasi-static variations of the modulation profile ξ (t) in (6) . In particular, a fast-varying modulation profile ξ (t), which changes randomly on a period-by-period basis according to (5) , in which random variables r k are mutually uncorrelated, will be always considered in experiments.
More specifically, it will be assumed that the variations of the modulation profile ξ (t) during the finite observation window w(t) in which the receiver in Fig.1 acquires a data packet are fast enough so that
i.e. the short-term spectral characteristics of the EMI process during the observation window w(t) do not depend on the initial observation time t 0 and can be conveniently approximated by the overall EMI p.s.d. S EMI,SS (f ). This guarantees that the variations of the modulation profile ξ (t) in the observation window are relevant enough and lead to an effective short-term spreading of EMI spectral energy and to spectral peak reduction in standard EMC compliance tests, as detailed in [20] .
C. MODELLING OF A COMMUNICATION CHANNEL AFFECTED BY EMI
Narrowband EMI around an harmonic frequency kf 0 superimposed onto the nominal signal in the bandwidth B of the communication channel in Fig.1a is modelled in what follows as a WSS narrowband random process with overall power P EMI and bandwidth W , completely or partially overlapping the signal bandwidth B as shown in Fig.1b and 1c . Moreover, it is assumed that the EMI process is statistically independent both of the channel noise, indicated as background noise hereafter, and of the transmitted signal. As a further hypothesis, an EMI process with a Gaussian a.p.d. is considered in what follows. This last assumption on the EMI a.p.d. is found to be in reasonable agreement with the statistics of measured EMI in practical cases, as discussed in [35] and confirmed by the time-domain waveforms and the a.p.d. of narrowband EMI shown in Fig.2 , which refer to EMI generated by a Buck converter in a 50 kHz bandwidth around 100 kHz (left side, the circuit will be described in Section IV) and to a narrowband Gaussian random process (right side) with the same bandwidth and power. Moreover, a Gaussian amplitude distribution is the worst case a.p.d. in terms of interfering potential, as shown in [36] , and it is VOLUME 7, 2019 therefore generally adopted in the field of communications to describe noise and interference.
III. EMI-INDUCED CHANNEL CAPACITY LOSS
In order to discuss the interfering potential of EMI on digital communications independently of specific hardware, modulations and protocols in different wired and wireless links, the effect of non-SS-modulated and random SS-modulated EMI on a generic communication channel is described in what follows in the framework of Shannon information theory as an equivalent EMI-induced channel capacity loss [34] .
For this purpose, the capacity C of a communication channel in the presence of EMI, assuming that a single EMI harmonic overlaps completely or in part with the channel bandwith B as in Fig.1b or Fig.1c , can be calculated as
where C 1 is the capacity of sub-channel where the signal bandwidth overlaps with the EMI bandwidth, i.e. W = B W , and is given by
where:
is the signal p.s.d.,
and is the EMI p.s.d. under the simplifying hypotheses considered above,
is the EMI overlap bandwidth and β = P EMI /P S is the overall EMI-to-signal power ratio.
With the same notations, the capacity C 2 of the complementary sub-channel B − B W , not affected by EMI, can be expressed as
Replacing (8) and (10) in (7), the overall channel capacity in the presence of EMI can be expressed in the form
where C 0 is the capacity of the same channel without EMI as in (1) and C is the channel capacity loss due to the presence of EMI. The analysis presented so far can be applied to calculate the capacity loss C k in an AWGN channel due to EMI at frequency kf 0 with up-spreading, symmetric and downspreading SS modulations and modulation depth δ, by considering W = δkf 0 and appropriate values of f W ,min in (9) as outlined in Fig.3a-c , yielding the expression reported in (12) , as shown at the bottom of the previous page.
Moreover, the analysis derived so far can be immediately extended to the case of more non-overlapping EMI spectral lines of Fig.3d , expressing the overall EMI-induced channel capacity loss C TOT by superposition of the capacity loss contributions due to each spectral line k = N 1 . . . N 2 in the channel bandwidth. 
IV. VALIDATION
In this Section, the EMI-induced capacity loss model derived above is validated with reference to measured EMI. More specifically, the channel capacity predicted by (13) is compared to the channel capacity estimate obtained from the measured EMI p.s.d. on the basis of (1).
A. TEST SETUP
For validation purposes, the test setup in Fig.4 , which is the same presented in [37] , is considered. Here, a DC-DC power converter is intentionally designed to interfere with a digital data link. The converter is a hard-switched synchronous Buck operated from an input voltage V IN = 16 V and connected to a load R L = 10 in open-loop mode with a fixed duty cycle D = 0.375. Such a converter is driven by a 100 kHz PWM signal generated by a microcontroller. The data line is closed on R c = 47 and C c = 100 pF, which describe the output and the input impedances of the transmitter and of the receiver, respectively.
In order to couple the EMI from the power converter to the digital line, the converter has been designed on the specific two-layer test printed circuit board (PCB) shown in Fig.5a , where the power trace carrying the time varying current i M1 in Fig.4 and the data trace are routed close to each other, causing disturbances to propagate from the converter to the bus [37] . This test structure is considered here as a representative example of crosstalk due to inductive coupling, which can be easily found in practical applications and has been extensively discussed in EMC textbooks [38] .
In particular, based on S-parameter measurements on the test PCB and taking into account of the line terminations in Fig.4 , the transfer function between the current i M1 and the voltage v c across the data receiver reveals a significant inductive coupling as observed in Fig.5b , which results in disturbances on the data line voltage v c related to the time derivative of the current i M1 . The EMI voltage v c at the receiver input is acquired with a digital scope at 125 MS/s during the DC-DC converter operation by the experimental setup in Fig.6 . Its spectrum, which has been estimated by the Welch periodogram method using a 1.2 MS data set divided into 8 overlapping sections and is plotted in Fig.7 is corrupted by switching noise as expected. In particular, Fig.7 shows the measured v c spectra for a non-modulated PWM signal and for a random SS-modulated PWM, with a modulation profile ξ (t) as in (5) where random variables r k have been obtained sampling thermal noise, with a modulation depth δ = 6%. It can be observed that the harmonic peaks are reduced from 5 to 15 dB due to SS modulation as expected from previous studies [13] . Moreover, in Fig.8 , the measured harmonic peak reduction (markers in Fig.8 ) is in fair agreement with the rough EMI p.s.d. estimate S EMI,SS (kf 0 ) P k kδf 0 (14) obtained assuming that the same EMI power in the non-SS case is uniformly spread over a bandwith δkf 0 around each harmonic (continuous line in Fig.8 ) when applying random SS modulations.
B. TEST RESULTS
To validate the EMI-induced channel capacity loss model introduced in Section III, it is now assumed that the transmitter in Fig.4 generates a nominal data stream described as a band-limited Gaussian random process with a uniform p.s.d. over its bandwidth. The background noise, not related to the DC-DC converter operation and including the noise floor of the test instrument, is described as a white Gaussian noise with a p.s.d. N 0 = −104 dBm/Hz and the channel capacity has been evaluated from experimental data by (1), considering the combined effects of EMI and of the background noise. Under the same assumptions, the channel capacity in the presence of EMI has been evaluated by (13) , considering the spectral lines falling within the channel bandwidth, with and without SS modulation.
The channel capacity obtained analytically and based on measurements are compared in Fig.9 for a nominal signal bandwidth of 1 MHz at different nominal signal power level at the receiver ranging from −40 dBm up to 10 dBm. The same comparison is performed in Fig.10 for a constant received signal power −20 dBm and different channel bandwidth ranging from 250 kHz up to 2.5 MHz. In both cases, model predictions are in good agreement with measured results, even when the spreading bandwidths of high-order harmonics overlap, i.e. when the assumption of non-overlapping lines considered in the derivation of (13) is not met. 
V. DISCUSSION
Based on the results presented in Section III and validated in Section IV, a qualitative analysis of the effects of SS modulation on channel capacity is now proposed.
From (11) in Section III, in particular, at a fixed signalto-background noise ratio α and EMI-to-signal power β, the reduction in channel capacity C depends on the bandwidth W over which the EMI power is spread due to the combined effect of two contrasting mechanisms: the first, related to the multiplying factor W , equal to W in case of full inclusion of the EMI bandwidth into the signal bandwidth (W ⊂ B), leads to a linearly increasing capacity loss for increasing W , while the second, related to W /B appearing in the argument of the logarithm, leads to an asymptotic reduction of C at increasing W . The net effect of the two mechanisms leads to a non-straightforward dependence of C on the spreading bandwidth W , which will be analyzed in what follows to discuss the effectiveness of SS techniques in practical cases. For this purpose, the channel capacity due to a single EMI spectral line overlapping the communication channel bandwidth, evaluated as in (11) , is plotted in Fig.11 versus the spreading bandwidth W normalized with respect to the victim channel bandwidth B, at different signal-to-background noise ratios α ranging from 20 dB up to 80 dB and for a constant EMI-to-signal power ratio β = P EMI /P S = −30 dB, assuming that the lower frequency f 0 of the EMI bandwidth coincides with the lower frequency of the signal bandwidth and that the EMI power is uniformly spread upwards from f 0 up to frequency f 0 + W . In Fig.12 , the capacity is reported for constant signal-to-background noise ratio α = 40 dB at different EMI-to-signal power ratios β ranging from −50 dB up to 10 dB.
A. SPREADING BANDWIDTH W FULLY INCLUDED IN THE SIGNAL BANDWIDTH B
In Fig.11 and Fig.12 for W /B ≤ 1 it can be observed that the channel capacity loss increases for an increasing spreading bandwidth W . In these cases, in fact, the EMI spectral line is fully included in the signal bandwidth and W = W . Moreover, assuming that the spread EMI p.s.d. is larger 2 than the background noise p.s.d. N 0 and can be therefore regarded as the capacity limiting factor, i.e. for P EMI /W N 0 , it follows that
Since the last fraction is the argument of the logarithm of the expression of C in (11) , it tends to unity independently of W and (11) reduces to:
Based on (16) , the capacity in the presence of EMI decreases linearly with W , reaching a minimum when the EMI power is spread over the whole channel bandwidth (W /B ≤ 1 in Fig.11 and 12 ). Under this condition, the capacity is significantly reduced of 30% and 50% compared to its EMI-free value C 0 even for a relatively low EMI-to-signal power ratio β of −30 dB and −20 dB, respectively. It is worth being observed that, at the same EMI-to-signal power ratio, the EMI-induced capacity loss would be almost negligible for W /B < 1%, i.e. in the case of non-spread EMI. From Fig.11 and Fig.12 , for W /B ≤ 1 the capacity loss due to an increasing spreading bandwidth W is moderate only if the EMI power is below the background noise power (α < 30 dB = −10 log 10 β in Fig.11 and β < −40 dB = −10 log 10 α in Fig.12) where (15) is no longer verified and in particular for P EMI /W N 0 ,
independently of W . In this last case, however, the overall channel capacity is limited by the background noise rather than by EMI and is therefore of limited interest when discussing EMI reduction techniques.
B. SPREADING BANDWIDTH W PARTIALLY OVERLAPPED WITH THE SIGNAL BANDWIDTH B
With reference to Fig.11 and Fig.12 , it can be observed that for W /B > 1, a further increase of W leads to a reduction in the EMI-induced capacity loss C, which can be explained since the overlap bandwidth W remains constant and equal to the whole signal bandwidth B and part of the EMI power P EMI is spread out of the channel bandwidth when further increasing W . Remarkably, this is the case when the signal bandwidth is fully included in the EMI bandwidth, i.e. B ⊂ W . In this case, C 2 in (7) is zero and the overall channel capacity in the presence of EMI is just expressed by (8) and an increased spreading bandwidth W leads to an increased SNR
in the channel bandwidth for W /B < αβ, thus effectively mitigating the adverse effects of EMI.
The results discussed so far for W /B 1 confirm that spreading EMI power out of the signal bandwidth brings, as expected, to a reduction of its interfering potential, which is actually the intent of SS techniques. The expected improvement in channel capacity, however, is a very weak function of W /B due to the logarithmic dependence highlighted in (8) and a noticeable increase of the signal capacitance requires in practice a spreading bandwidth W of 10x-100x the victim channel bandwidth B, as it appears in Fig.11 and Fig.12 , where the W /B axes are in logarithmic scale. By contrast, keeping the EMI bandwidth to less than a few percent of the signal bandwidth would result in an almost negligible loss in the channel capacity, even when EMI power is comparable with signal power. The results derived above will be validated and contextualized in the following section to discuss the effectiveness of SS techniques under real world application scenarios.
VI. EFFECTIVENESS OF SPREAD SPECTRUM MODULATIONS IN DIFFERENT APPLICATION SCENARIOS
In the previous Sections, the EMI-induced impairment in a communication channel has been quantitatively assessed in a completely general, coding-independent way in terms of an equivalent channel capacity loss. Even if it is reasonable to expect that a channel with a higher capacity achieves better performance under the same communication scheme, a direct link between channel capacity and BER in a specific communication system cannot be established. For this reason, the results presented in Section III will be contextualized to discuss the consistency of the proposed analysis in practical application scenarios.
For this purpose, the effects of SS-modulated and nonmodulated EMI generated from a digital equipment interfering with analog narrowband communications, as in [33] , will be first considered. Then, the interfering potential of SS-modulated and non-modulated interference generated by DC-DC power converters on baseband digital communications, as in [37] , will be focused. Finally, in the last scenario, the case of a digital link with turbo coding, which makes it possible to achieve a data rate approaching the channel capacity and where the effects of EMI-induced capacity loss can be expected to be more evident, is analyzed.
A. NARROWBAND ANALOG COMMUNICATIONS
When considering the interference of a digital device with narrowband analog communications, like the frequencymodulated (FM) radio channel, as considered in [33] , EMI is mostly related with clock waveforms. Such interfering signals have a fundamental frequency f 0 ranging from 10 MHz up to 1 GHz or more which, depending on the coupling G(f ) in Fig.1, may show relevant energy at harmonic frequencies kf 0 in the whole 10 MHz-10 GHz frequency range, and are likely to fully overlap with narrowband (<9 kHz) analog FM radio channels even without applying SS modulations. As a consequence, the results considered in Section IVb apply to this case and an increase both in the capacity and in the SNR of the channel is achieved by SS modulation which spread EMI energy out of the signal bandwidth.
In this case, the functionality of the victim FM radio receiver can be preserved thanks to SS, as practically shown in [33] , which is therefore consistent with our analysis. These results suggest that SS modulations can be effectively employed in clock generators to avoid received signal quality degradation in analog radio receivers located nearby. 3 The same conclusions also apply to digital communications whenever a critical information (e.g. timing information) is associated to the spectral content of the transmitted signal in correspondence to the switching frequency of the power converter and, as a result, even in this case the SS is expected to have a beneficial effect.
B. BASEBAND DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS
When the interference of switching-mode power converters with baseband digital communication lines is considered, EMI from the power converters has a fundamental frequency ranging from 10 kHz to 1 MHz and shows relevant energy content only below 10 MHz, potentially interfering with digital baseband communication channels, whose bandwidth ranges in the 10 kHz-10 MHz range. In such a situation, the channel bandwidth easily overlaps with several EMI harmonics, both in case of periodic and SS-modulated EMI. As a consequence, for each spectral line, the considerations presented in Section IVa apply to this scenario, and a channel capacity reduction is expected when SS modulation is applied.
Such a reduction, however, is not necessarily translated into an increased BER, since the data rate achievable by practical communication schemes could be significantly lower than the Shannon capacity limit and a direct relation between channel capacity and BER cannot be generally established.
As a matter of fact, when transmitting digital information without specific coding on a channel corrupted by EMI, as in [37] , the BER appears to be not affected by SS modulations, as shown in the experimental results presented in [37] and also reported in Fig.13 for convenience, where the measured BER of an I 2 C link [39] coupled with periodic and SS-modulated EMI from the same DC-DC converter are plotted versus the SS modulation depth δ for random and other SS profiles. The results presented in Section IVa and in [37] , suggest to circuit designers that, in case of critical interference FIGURE 13. Measurement results: average error raten/N versus the modulation depth δ for different modulation profiles [37] . of power systems and simple data links commonly employed at PCB and IC level, no substantial enhancement can be expected by adopting SS techniques.
C. TURBO-CODED DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS
Based on the same argument considered above, it is reasonable to expect that the EMI-induced channel capacity reduction can be more directly linked to BER performance degradation at data rates approaching the Shannon limit, which can be achieved in practice using appropriate channel coding [40] , [41] . This consideration suggests a worse impact of SS-modulated EMI compared to non-modulated EMI with the same power in communication systems featuring advanced channel coding techniques (e.g. turbo coding).
To investigate this hypothesis, a two-level phase shift keying (2-PSK) digital link over an AWGN channel with B = 600 kHz bandwidth, corrupted by non-modulated and SS-modulated EMI measured with the test setup in Fig.4 , has been simulated in the Matlab environment. In this simulation, symbols are assumed to be transmitted over the channel at 500 kbaud, corresponding to a net bit rate of 166 kbps in view of the R = 1/3 rate of the Turbo code. A signal-tobackground noise ratio E b /N 0 = 4.8 dB is considered. The performance in terms of BER of data transmission employing a Turbo code has been compared for different EMI amplitude and applying random SS-modulations with different depth δ. More details about the Turbo code are reported in the Appendix.
In Fig.14, in particular, the BER is plotted versus the r.m.s. EMI amplitude (disturbances with different amplitudes have been obtained applying a scaling factor to the same measured EMI waveforms) for different values of δ. From the figure, it can be observed that the EMI amplitude at which BER starts increasing in a significant way is lower for a larger SS-modulation depth and higher in the non-modulated case or for smaller values of δ. In particular, comparing non-modulated EMI with SS-modulated EMI, a similar BER is achieved for a 15% higher EMI amplitude in the nonmodulated cases, which is consistent with the EMI-induced capacity loss vs. SS-modulation depth analysis presented in this paper and contextualized for the above test conditions in Fig.15 .
The worse adverse impact of SS-modulated EMI is even more evident in Fig.16 , where the BER is plotted versus the normalized p.s.d. peak value of the EMI spectrum in the communication channel bandwidth normally taken into account for EMI compliance [9] , [10] , under the same test conditions of Fig.14. The plot reveals that the same 10 −3 BER achieved at δ = 14% SS-modulation depth can be obtained for a non-modulated EMI with a 50X higher EMI spectrum peak.
With reference to the same communication channel, the BER is also plotted in Fig.17 versus the modulation depth δ for different EMI amplitude. The results reported in the figure confirm a consistent increasing trend of the BER at a fixed EMI amplitude and show that above 5%-6% modulation depth, a nonzero BER is observed also at EMI amplitude for which no errors have been reported for the nonmodulated case. These results warn designers about possible detrimental effects of SS modulations when the interference of power converters and advanced communication systems is considered.
VII. CONCLUSION
The effects of EMI on a communication channel have been described in terms of an equivalent channel capacity loss so that to analyze and compare the effects of nonmodulated and random SS-modulated EMI at different modulation depths. The EMI-induced capacity loss has been analytically predicted and found in good agreement with experiments. In this framework, the EMI-induced capacity loss due to non-modulated and SS-modulated EMI has been studied in practical application scenarios and its relation with measured/simulated BER is discussed, revealing that SS-modulated EMI can show a worse interfering potential compared to non-modulated EMI in a digital link featuring advanced channel coding to approach the Shannon capacity limit.
These results are valuable to electronic system designers who consider the adoption of SS in their products. From a different perspective, the same results point out a limitation of standard EMC measurement methods, which just consider the peaks of EMI spectra as a benchmark. According to such standard EMC test methods, in fact, the application of SS modulations always results in an improvement and the worse detrimental effect of SS-EMI in terms of EMI-induced capacity loss is not highlighted.
Application of the proposed method to real-world communication channels will be considered in future works.
